
STAY UPDATED WITH WHAT HAPPENS IN THE SAN JUAN ISLANDS!

Open I Music Residency at Everelse
 
We’ve got music this month! Come out every Saturday for some original freestyle
jazz and hip-hop from local musicians Nathan Fhin, Peter Strasser, and Eddie
Vejvoda. Music happens from 6 - 9 pm We will have some great deals on
beverages as well as some snacks to munch. We're working hard to give you
locals and winter visitors something to do this winter, so come out show your
support, and enjoy the vibes. 6 - 9 pm See you then! p.s. All music is original. 

Explore more events on the Everelse website!

CURRENT EVENTS
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CHECK OUT THE LATEST NEWS FROM CBSJI AT WWW.SANJUANISLANDS.COM

The Gothard Sisters on Lopez Island

The Gothard Sisters are a dynamic musical group of three sisters who play
contemporary Celtic folk music. With over 10 years of performing, touring and
writing music together, the optimistic style of their music and performances
continue to resonate with their fans, building a loyal international following.
Admission $10-$18.

Visit the Lopez Center for Community and the Arts website for more info!

The Met Opera HD: La Traviata
 
Enjoy The Metropolitan Opera, live from New York, streamed in HD on the big
screen in the Whittier Theatre. Part of our HD Streaming Series.
Soprano Nadine Sierra stars as the self-sacrificing courtesan Violetta—one of
opera’s ultimate heroines—in Michael Mayer’s vibrant production of Verdi’s
beloved tragedy. Tenor Stephen Costello is her self- centered lover Alfredo,
alongside baritone Luca Salsi as his disapproving father, and Maestro Daniele
Callegari on the podium.
 
Visit the San Juan Community Theater site for more details!

Sense and Sensibility at the San Juan Community Theater
 
A playful new adaptation of Jane Austen’s beloved novel follows the fortunes (and
misfortunes) of the Dashwood sisters—sensible Elinor and hypersensitive
Marianne—after their father’s sudden death leaves them financially destitute and
socially vulnerable. Set in gossipy late 18th-century England, with a fresh female
voice, the play is full of humor, emotional depth, and bold theatricality. Sense and
Sensibility examines our reactions, both reasonable and ridiculous, to societal
pressures. When reputation is everything, how do you follow your heart?

Visit the San Juan Community Theater site for more details!
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